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Emotive speech is a non-invasive and cost-effective biomarker in a wide spectrum of
neurological disorders with computational systems built to automate the diagnosis. In
order to explore the possibilities for the automation of a routine speech analysis in the
presence of hard to learn pathology patterns, we propose a framework to assess the
level of competence in paralinguistic communication. Initially, the assessment relies on
a perceptual experiment completed by human listeners, and a model called the
Aggregated Ear is proposed that draws a conclusion about the level of competence
demonstrated by the patient. Then, the automation of the Aggregated Ear has been
undertaken and resulted in a computational model that summarizes the portfolio of
speech evidence on the patient. The summarizing system has a classical emotion
recognition system as its central component. The code and the data are available from
the corresponding author on request.
design alternatives
from the literature.
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Databases:

summarising model

speech evidence
(neurological test)

auditory experiments and
fuzzy logic modelling

ü

classical speech
emotion recogniser

certify Excellent emotional skills
→ degraded emotional patterns will not
pass the test
→ healthy patterns will pass the test

ü certify that there are inadequate skills

for emotional communication

ü certify anti-knowledge

type of competence

Lemmas:

Train candidate
predictive models.

Acted emotional speech
by professional actors.

AIM: quantify skills for emotional communication in
order to substitute subjective and manual assessment
of competence in emotional communication.
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ü The frequency of correctly perceived by
humans goes down, if patterns degrade.

ü The frequency of correctly perceived by
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humans goes down, if the frequency of
correctly automatically recognised goes down.

Test the candidate
predictive models.

Future Work: distinguish between Improvable and Low
competence

Speech by patients and controls with
auditory evaluations => Competence Bins:
Excellent;
Successful;
Unsuccessful;
Wrong Patterns.

Fig. 3. Graphical conclusions of the study
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UAR for some model is ~61%?
(the best achieved accuracy)

no

Disregard the models that
do not meet the condition.

Conclusions	
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Result: 1. Such models can certify that
the emotional speech is competent.
(Criterion: UAR > 61% for the portfolio.)
2. Such models can certify the portfolios with
wrong patterns.
(Criterion: UAR < chance level.)

based on the properties of nclass classification task with a
known upper bound for UAR
and does not depend on the
specific characteristics of the
clinical corpus
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More than one model
with UAR ~61%?

yes
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Calculate the error(model, evidence) from Eq.4.1
and select the model with smallest such error.

no
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Result: 3. A model to distinguish between the
portfolios by successful and unsuccessful
communicators of emotion.

to be used as a reference value,
since the results can depend on
the representativeness of the test
set

8
Conclusions: The associations between the performance of
the predictive model and the competence bin of the speaker
as in Table IV.

Fig 1. The training/testing protocol of the experiment
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Fig. 2. The architecture of a summarizing model
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At our departure point we ventured the automation in the situation under rather
restrictive circumstances: a rare disorder with few patients and little data available.
Moreover, according to its phonetic description in the medical literature, the disorder in
question affects the emotive speech heterogeneously, that is, with different acoustic
parameters affected from patient to patient.
I. To quantify the communicative damage at a paralinguistic level caused by pathology,
we have proposed four disjoint competence bins with tangible communicative
consequences: excellent paralinguistic competence, improvable competence with
successes in half of cases, low competence with failures in more than half of cases, and
anti-knowledge (a will to do badly on the test or wrong patterns in the generative
model).
II. We have shown that using a predictive model trained on healthy emotive speech in
the same language, it is possible to certify that a portfolio of speech evidence contains
emotive speech of excellent competence (UAR is 61%), and when anti-knowledge is
involved (UAR is below the chance level). Insufficient competence (Improvable and
Low) is certified via exclusion of the Excellent and Anti-knowledge. It is done without
any assumptions made about the pathology manifestation, distributions in the
pathological speech or number of patients. It follows from the properties of the 4‑class
classification task with a known upper bound for UAR.
III. The resulting system creates a “summary” of the evidence that contains the
recordings of a reading‑based neurological check‑up. Therefore, the machine can
provide decision support to a speech therapist, if the duration of the neurological test is
extended to 40 minutes.
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